MEETINGS TO DATE: 14
NO. OF REGULARS: 14

AGENDA
VILLAGE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF DEPEW
November 9, 2015 7:00PM

ROLL CALL: Trustee Hammer
Trustee Bukowiecki
Trustee Peterson
Trustee Kucewicz
Mayor Nikonowicz

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
INVOCATION – Pastor Christopher from the Vine
NOTIFICATION OF FIRE EXITS
APPROVE VILLAGE BOARD MINUTES October 26, 2015
APPROVE THE PLANNING BOARD MINUTES November 5, 2015
1. James Mazzariello – 5460 Transit Rd. – add Pawn shop to property – Submission withdrawn
2. Thomas And Teresa Necci – 4685 Broadway – Exterior renovations of existing building – Approved with Stipulations

PUBLIC COMMENT – AGENDA ITEMS ONLY
1. Permission to Sign – Cummings Northeast LLC
2. Permission to Advertise Pre-Board Meeting Time Change
3. Permission Seminar – Code Enforcement
4. Permission Fire Department
5. Employment Applications: DPW – Christopher Russell Ardenski, Andrew Mrozek, Ehsan Shams, Tyler Deuschler Village – Roseanne Sparacino, Jennifer Stitt, PD – Ann Zwick,
6. Department Head Reports:
7. Committee Reports:
8. Unfinished and Other Business
9. Public Concerns and Comments
10. Claims and Accounts
11. Adjournment